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Meaning of the poem harlem by langston hughes

by Langston Hughes What happens to a dream postponed? Does it dry up like a raisin in the sun? Or parties like a wound- And then run? Does it stink like rotten meat? Or crust and sugar over- like a syrupy sweet? Maybe it just saws like a heavy load. Or does it explode? Summary of HarlemPopularity
of Harlem: This short poem is written by Langston Hughes, a renowned American poet, writer and playwright. Harlem is a thought-provoking literary piece about dreams and plans. It was first published in 1951. The poem illustrates what can happen if our dreams are not fulfilled in time. It speaks of the
fate of the dream hailed, including hopelessness. Harlem As a representative of hopelessness: The poet recounts his disappointment with exposed dreams. The poem begins with a question that he compares dreams or goals with a raisin, meat and sweets. The poet has used these analogies to evoke the
image of a prone dream. Each image allows the reader to feel what has happened to the speaker's dream and the impact left on his mind. The description shows that his vision does not disappear so easily; instead, it goes through specific processes before it reaches the actual state of maturity. Major
themes in Harlem: Delay, sadness and dreams are the main themes of this poem. The poem speaks of the oppression of African-Americans. The tone suggests that their goals always remain unapproachable and lose their importance. The speaker feels the burden of these dreams and says that when the
burden becomes unbreakable, it will explode. On a deeper level, the poet talks about people having big ideas, but life never allows them to make their dreams come true. The same is true of African-Americans. They wanted to free themselves from the clutches of racism, but the superiority of whites did
not allow them. Analysis of literary entities used in Harlem Literary devices are tools that authors use to improve the meaning of their texts and to allow readers to interpret it in several ways. Langston Hughes has also used some literary entities in this poem to express his ideas. The analysis of some of
the literary entities used in this poem has been given below. Assonance: Assonance is the repetition of vocal sounds in the same line. For example, the sound of / e / in Stinks it like rotten meat and the sound of / o / i Or festers like a wound. Consonance: Consonance is the repetition of consonant sounds
in the same line. For example, the sound of / n / in like a raisin in the sun. Enjambment: It is defined as a thought in verse that does not come to an end of a line break; Instead, it rolls over to the next line. For example, maybe it just sags as a heavy load. Photos: Images are used to make readers perceive
things involving their five senses. For example, as a raisin in the sun, do it like rotten meat and or explode it. Metaphor: It is a way of speaking in which an implied comparison is made between different objects or people. For example, or does it explode? Here, the poet compares broken dreams to a
bomb. Simile: It's a way of speaking that's used to compare something to something else to make your meanings clear to readers. For example, does it dry up like a raisin in the sun?, does it stink like rotten meat and like a syrupy sweet. Here are the ruined dreams are compared to rotting foods.
Rhetorical question: Rhetorical question is a phrase that is asked to make the point clear. For example, or does it explode? And does it stink like rotten meat? Analysis of poetic entities used in HarlemPoetic and literary entities are the same, but a few are used only in poetry. Here is the analysis of some
of the poetic devices used in this poem Stanza: A stanza is a poetic form of some lines. This is a short poem consisting of eleven lines without a stanza break. End Rhyme: End Rhyme is used to make the stanza melodious. For example, meat / sweet and sun / run. Rim scheme: There is no special rhyme
scheme in this poem. However, the first four lines consist of the ABCB rhyme scheme. Quotes to be usedLines indicated below, and also the whole poem is suitable for use by the people who yearn for freedom. What happens to a dream postponed? Does it dry up like a raisin in the sun? Or parties like a
wound- And then run? Does it stink like rotten meat? Or crust and sugar over- like a syrupy sweet? Langston Hughes is best known as one of the most forthcoming poets in the Harlem Renaissance.  While Hughes himself did not belong to the lower class of the African-American people, his works and
poetry mostly addressed the problems that plagued the lives of these people.  Several of his poems carry an influence of blues that was the most common way for these people to express their pain and anxiety.  Hughes was not only a poet, but also a playwright and prose writer. He has written several
prose works apart from drama. He was among the main contributors to the Harlem Renaissance. His works were initially heavily criticized by the other African-American writers of his time, but they also won critical acclaim for the way they expressed the problems the African-American community faces.
Hans Harlem arrived in 1951. The poem is about the lost dreams of millions of African-Americans.  It expresses their anxiety over how they could not become part of the great American dream. What happens to a dream postponed? Does it dry up like a raisin in the sun? Or parties like a wound – And then
run? Does it stink like rotten meat? Or crust and sugar over - like a syrupy sweet? The poem starts with a question What happens to a dream postponed? Deferred word means exposed. What can be a reason why a dream was exposed? A dream can be postponed because the means to realize that it
was lost. The poet expresses in his words the pain of the millions of African-Americans whose dreams have always remained dreams and then lost their meaning and relevance as the water in his eyes dries up. So, what happens to a dream unrealized? Does it dry like a raisin or decay like a wound and
then run? Or the poet imagines, it can stink like rotten meat. A dream that can not be realized can become as painful as a wound that does not dry, but continues to run. Or does it leave a sweetness like a crust of sugar and syrup? These lines bring so many images to the mind of the characters a dream
unrealized can take. Lost dreams can rot and leave their stink in human memory or sometimes they can be remembered with a sweet pain. Maybe it just saws like a heavy load. Or does it explode? Or perhaps the burden of the unfulfilled dream remains in the hearts of the millions who have lost their
dreams. When the burden becomes unbearable does it explode? The poem not only speaks of the unfulfilled dreams of the African Americans, but also questions the limitations placed on these people by the white community that have made the lives of people of color a bad dream. Hughes has compared
a dream to several things in the poem from a dried raisin to a running wound. Does he ask what happened to those dreams? Did they wipe away or remained in the eyes pain them like an ulcer? Dreams are relevant to everyone's life and are found in every eye. Some live their dream and for some lives
never offer a chance to make their dreams a reality. Dreams are sweet if they are realized and otherwise they can become a burden on the heart. The lower class of African-Americans lived a life that was a runny wound in itself. Far from the great American dream they were bound to kill their own dreams
for they were never given the right to realize them. The poet's comparisons of a dream are difficult. We don't usually compare a dream with these things like strain or wounds. The lines paint mostly a bleak picture of the dream that died in the womb. While on the one hand he inspires us to think about our
dreams that never came true because had to be exposed, and on the other he also tries to show us what unrealized dreams can be. They can remain hanging to you as a burden on your conscience, sometimes their strain completely impossible to bear. Or could be they explode with a bang shaking your
soul and leaving the dreamer feeling destroyed. No matter what happens to a prone dream, it's hard to imagine a meaningful conclusion for it.Sources: //www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/46548/harlem Andrew has great interest in all aspects of poetry and writes extensively on the subject. His poems are
online and and Print. Langston HughesLangston Hughes and a summary of Harlem What happens to a dream postponed? What happens to a dream postponed? Is one of a number of poems Hughes wrote that relate to the lives of African-American people in the United States. The short poem raises
questions about a people's ambitions and the consequences that can arise if these dreams and hopes are not realized. Emphasis is placed on poetic unity, especially simile, where one thing is compared to another using the word as or as. Langston Hughes also wrote novels, stories, essays and articles
throughout his career, but it is mainly as a poet that he gained recognition. He wanted the poems to reflect the situation of the African-American and give them a voice. Despite some opposition to his work, he became a beacon of light for the oppressed. He was part of the Harlem Renaissance, an artistic
movement of African-Americans who played an important role in the creation of names in the 1920s and 30s. Hughes continued to use the influence and vivid image of street language in his poetry; What happens to a dream postponed? to be a good example. Harlem - What happens to a dream
postponed? Themes Goals, Ambitions, Objectives.Dreams.The American Dream.African American Issues.Emotional/Psychological Energy of a People. Analysis of Harlem by Langston HughesA short, pithy poem that seeks to answer his own question via a variety of images and the use of simile and
metaphor - figurative language - that emphasizes the imagination. There are eleven lines with an inconsistent rhyme arrangement of abcdbefeghh. The shape is unusual in that the first stanza is a quatrain, followed by a tercet then an unrhymed couplet. The last line is another question that suggests that
there is no definitive answer to the original question. Full end rhyme tends to glue the lines together and solidify throughout, so sun/run, meat/sweet, load/explode enhance the message and also make it easier to remember. Note the use of anaphora, when words are repeated (as in the Old Testament
Psalms for example), which also combines with the above rhymes to strengthen the shape. Drying it up... Does it stink.... Or do it ..... Further analysisHow kind of dream are we talking about here? The dreams we all experience while you sleep? Daydreams? Definitely not, this dream has to do with
conscious goals, hopes and goals for the future. The speaker suggests that this dream is already delayed and frustrated, and that time is of the essence - this dream must be fulfilled or else. The poem offers no solution to the problem of the postponed dream. It just puts in front of us some tentative
examples. Something happens, but the speaker isn't quite sure what. The reader offered a number of comparisons. The dream is like: a raisin in the sun - a fruit that was once juicy, a nutritious food, now is seen to dry and become useless. When the sun rises every day, time passes, nothing happens. as
an ulcer - a flesh wound or symptom of disease that, when neglected, begins to become poor and can be harmful to health. Too late for a bandage or cream? Rotten meat - a protein foods that have been omitted or forgotten and are already out of use. There is something rotten in the state of forgotten
dreams. a syrupy sweet - sugar brings energy and life, but this has been out too long and gone crusty. That dream was sweet once. a heavy load - who wants to carry such a weight unnecessarily? Everyone has baggage, but doesn't the story show that some people have always carried more than
others? So these five contrast elements help shape the poem and bring strong visual energy into the reader's mind. The fact that the food is prominent brings home the idea that this dream has to do with survival (of the strongest); What is taken in the physical body is important, but in the end a dream
postponed can result in explosive consequences. Because it's like a ticking time bomb? The final line metaphorically sums up the whole notion of what can happen when a person's or a people's dream doesn't manifest itself in real time. Oppression, societal pressures, prejudice and historical baggage and
other factors can play their part in denying the dream. Sources100 Essential Modern Poems, Ivan Dee, ed Joseph Parisi, 2005www.academia.eduwww.youtube.com© 2017 Andrew Spacey Spacey
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